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In teaching, do you want to be more concerned with the rote 
manipulations of symbols or with the development and understanding 
of concepts? Using a computer as a teaching tool can help to 

develop concepts in our students. Computers have improved my 

approach to teaching mathematics. When my students were asked if 
they found the computer to be valuable in the classroom, some 
said, it helps explain the unexplainable"; or it 
keeps kids interested"; or 
clear and easy to see"; or 

it saves class time and .i. t is 
it provides a new, interesting 

method to learn." 
The Computer as a New Avenue of Learning 

Since students are not all exemplary, new and different 

approaches to teaching are needed in order to reach as many 
students as possible. The computer will not replace the teacher, 
but it wi 11 provide the teacher with an opportunity to present 
material in another way. The computer provides a new avenue of 
learning, which many students find to be most interesting. 

Ways to Use the Computer 
The following is a list of some of the ways in which the 

computer can be used in the teaching process: 
**to perform repetitive numerical computations 

division algorithm to check for primes 
Newton's method for finding roots 

* * to test validity of mathematical hypotheses 
calculate the value of "e" by the definition, 

lim ( 1 + ~ )n 
1'1~"" n 

e 

(most students reason a different response) 
test student-derived formulas by using numerous 
examples 
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1. 

SIMULATING PROBABILITY EXPERIMENTS 
--A PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGY 

Introduction 

Roger Marty 
Cleveland State University 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Simulation is one of the more powerful and more useful of the 
problem-solving strategies that students can readily acquire. The 
methods of simulation will be illustrated by a natural probability 
experiment that is closely related to the conditional probabili-
ties discussed in recent articles of the Mathematics Teacher (see, 
for instance, Flusser--December 1984; Johnson, Koppelman, Stue-
ben--May 1985; Bemis, Gorfin--March 1986). 

The focus of these articles was the (theoretical) probabili-
ties of variants of Bertrand's box paradox and arguments support-
ing various methods of determining such conditional probabilities. 
We consider a natural probability experiment that may be con-
sidered as a variant of the box paradox. However, we deal with 
empirical probabilities rather than theoretical probabilities. 

The strategy of simulation may be more meaningful to students 
when they devise and carry out their own plans for solution, when 
the probability experiment is one to which they can easily relate 
and that seems natural to them in an everyday sense, and when the 
(theoretical) probability is not obvious to them, even though the 
experiment is quite simple. 

2. The Experiment 
Consider a population consisting of all two-child families, 

where it is assumed that the gender of any child is as likely to 
be male as female. Suppose that a family is randomly selected 
from this population. Also, suppose you know the following fact, 

about this family: "There is a and only the following fact, 
female child in the family." Under these circumstances, what is 
the probability that one child in this family is male? 

We have found that most students cannot determine this 
probability in a reasonable amount of time and when pressed to 
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guess the probability, they usually respond "1/2," reasoning that 
the ''other child" is either male or female. 

3. The Simulation 

The experiment can be simulated so that numerous samples can 

be obtained and an empirical probability determined from the 

samples. For instance, the results obtained from tossing a pair 

of coins can be identified with a randomly selected family from 

the population of all two-child families. One could take head on 

each coin to represent female child and ignore the tosses result-

ing in tail-tail. By repeating the coin tossing a large number of 

times and determining the relative frequency of tosses resulting 

in a tail showing, one could obtain easily an empirical probabil-

ity from the samples. 

The simulation by coins requires considerable time just in 

the physical acts of mixing and tossing the coins. These physical 

motions can be avoided, however, by a simulation using random 

digits, obtained from a table, a calculator, or a computer. 

The random digits can be grouped in consecutive pairs, 

representing the two children in a family in our population. If--

say--even digits represent females, and odd-odd pairs are ignored, 

·then one can determine quickly the relative frequency of pairs 

resulting in an odd digit showing. Thus, an empirical probability 

is obtained easily and quickly. 

We recorded 110 usable pairs of digits generated by a hand-

held calculator. The pairs having both digits odd were ignored. 

The pairs having exactly one even digit numbered 69; thus, the 

empirical probability of a family of two-children having one child 

of each gender, given there is a female child in the family, is 

69/110 = .63, based on 110 randomly selected samples. 

4. Conclusion 
Although a computer program could be written easily to 

simulate the coin tossing or the generation of pairs of random 

digits and to record the data, the lack of availability of a 

computer and the time required to write a program may be ~eter-

rents to using a computer based problem-solving strategy. 

However, calculators with random number generation capahi li ties 
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and tables of random numbers are both readily available and hand 

tabu.lation is quite efficient for basic simulations of the type 

described here. 

Of course, the theoretical probability .i. s easily seen to be 

2/3 ( two of the three equally likely outcomes female-female, 

female-male, and male-female are favorable), but the point of this 

little exercise is not to have the students he shown convincing 

arguments of theoretical solutions, but rather to equip students 

with additional problem-solving strategies to be used as tools and 

to give them experience in using the tools. 

Finally, this particular example has poss.i.hly unexper.ted 

utilitarian value. At the next social event attended by your 

students, they can ~ thei.r new knowledge of conditional 

probabilities to the Jones family--a two child family, one child 

being named Jane--by guessing that Jane has a brother. The odds 

your students are correct are two to one! 

ERRATA 

The Editor regrets that in the listing of those who have 
served as president of OCTM, two errors were ma.de, The president 
in 1980 - 1982 was Joseph Kern and not William Kern, and the 
president in 1986- 1988 is William Speer and not william Steer. 
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